
Sound Bar and VC 
Camera Mounts

Dedicated to suit your choice of 
sound bar or video conference 

camera, these solutions allow you 
to mount your device above or 

below the screen.

Single and Twin Screen 
Stands & Trolleys

Wide variety of free standing or 
roaming stand/trolley solutions, 
including PowaLift, to help you 

introduce AV to your office.

Projector & Screen 
Mounts

Helping to transform your space, 
these screen and projector mounts 

offer universal and dedicated 
options in a variety of styles to 

best suit your environment.

PRODUCT RANGES
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Dedicated sound bar mounts for any make and model.
These units allow sound bars to be fixed to our stands & trolley ranges, universal mounts or even 
ceiling suspended. Versions that include a camera mount to integrate video conferencing into your 
solution are also available. 

Sound Bar Mounts
The SBM1 and SBM9 hook onto Universal Mounts. The SBT1 
utilises 150x150mm centres for twin screen central mounting. 
Can be mounted above or below the screen.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

SBM1 screens up to 70” 188.00
SBM9 screens 71 - 100” 188.00
SBT1 twin screen up to 70”  188.00

Please specify Sound Bar make and model when ordering

Ceiling Suspension Sound Bar Mounts
Suitable for suspending sound bars only. The SBC1 works with 
any column length to allow you to suspend from any height.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

SBC1 dedicated sound bar mount only 145.00

Please specify Sound Bar make and model when ordering

Video Conference Sound Bar Mounts
These are built for single or twin speakers and designed 
specifically for the make and model of speakers and camera. 
Can be mounted above or below the screen.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

VCSS1 single speaker & camera, screens up to 70”  225.60
VCSS9 single speaker & camera, screens 71 - 100”  225.60
VCST1 twin speaker & camera, screens up to 70”  275.90
VCST9 twin speaker & camera, screens 71 - 100”  275.90

Please specify Sound Bar & Camera make and model when ordering

10kg
MAX

10kg
MAX

10kg
MAX

 4 Dedicated mount solution

 4 Works on UNICOL’s universal mount range which also 

covers ceiling suspension trade packs, wall arms, 

stands, trolleys and more.

 4 Range of applications

 4 Available for use with video cameras and one or two 

speakers

 4 Can be mounted above or below screens

 4 Ceiling suspension works with any column length

 4 Supports maximum weight capacity up to 10kg

 4 Available in Sinterflex Black as standard

 4 Adjustable to comfortably fit below/above your 

choice of screen

 4 Twin screen versions available

 4 Fast delivery turnaround

CALL 01865 767676 OR
EMAIL sales@unicol.com TODAY

to order or discuss your requirements

SOUND BAR MOUNTS
unicol.com/sound-bar-mounts

FEATURES

Example

Example

SBC1

Example

Example Example
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 4 Standard and dedicated mount solution

 4 Works on UNICOL’s universal mount range which also 

covers ceiling suspension trade packs, wall arms, 

stands, trolleys and more

 4 Range of applications

 4 Available for use with sound bars

 4 Can be mounted above or below screens

 4 Ceiling suspension works with any column length

 4 Wall mounted shelves available in metal or glass 

 4 Supports maximum weight cap. up to 10-20kg

 4 Available in Sinterflex Black as standard

 4 Adjustable to comfortably fit below/above your 

choice of screen

 4 Twin screen versions available

 4 Fast delivery turnaround

CALL 01865 767676 OR
EMAIL sales@unicol.com TODAY

to order or discuss your requirements

Video Conference Camera Mounts
These models slot into our 150x150mm fixing arrangement, 
or hook onto the rails of our universal mounts. The models 
listed here feature 360(w) x 260(d)mm platforms. Custom 
sizes also available. Mounted above or below the screen.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

VCM1 57 - 70” screens 87.90
VCMT  71 - 100” screens (Axia Titan) 87.90
VCMP Universal Mounts 87.35
VCMV1 Vertislide Only 88.20
RHCB1 Twin Screen ‘Blade Style’ 85.50

Video Conference Camera Wall Mounts
Ideal for office meeting rooms where the camera needs to 
be placed in its ideal position and not moved. Available in all 
metal or glass. Dedicated versions also available.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

WBVC Metal - 350w x 250d 71.30
WBVG Glass - 500w x 400d 86.40
WBVG1 Glass - 780w x 390d 108.90
WBVCA Adjustable Mount for Huddly Cam 98.60

Video Conference Camera Ceiling Mounts
Designed to work alongside UNICOL’s columns, this 
dedicated solution allows you to ceiling suspend any video 
conference camera.
Ceiling mount and choice of column length required.

Order Code  £ Ex Vat

MCM1 Dedicated Camera Mount 95.60

Standard and dedicated VC camera mounts for any make and model.
These units allow video conference cameras to be fixed to our stands & trolley ranges, universal 
mounts, ceiling suspended or wall mounted. Versions that include sound bars to further integrate 
video conferencing into your solution are also available on the previous page.

10kg
MAX

10kg
MAX

20kg
MAX

VC CAMERA MOUNTS
unicol.com/video-camera-mounts

FEATURES

Example Example Example
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PROJECTOR MOUNTS
unicol.com/products/projector-mounts

 4 Universal and dedicated mount solutions

 4 Available in Sinterflex Black or Sinterflex White at no 

extra cost

 4 Other Gyrolock versions available here

 4 Supports a maximum weight capacity of 60kg (PSU 

range) or between 12-20kg (Gyrolock / Trade Packs)

 4 Full tilt and turn adjustment for easy set up

 4 PSU range is specifically designed for your choice of 

projector make and model, supporting the projector 

according to manufacturer recommendations

 4 Trade Packs offer an easy, one-stop solution that 

offers a range of adjustment for any installation

 4 Fast delivery turnaround

CALL 01865 767676 OR
EMAIL sales@unicol.com TODAY

to order or discuss your requirements

FEATURES

A wide range of projector mounting solutions.
We have a wealth of expertise in the design and manufacture of all kinds of projector solutions which 
ensures that your projector is safe and secure in any environment. There are a variety of solutions to 
choose from that encompass both universal and dedicated fixings.

Projector Suspension Units
All our PSU mounts are designed to align accurately with the 
projector mounting holes and take account of cooling or lamp 
access needs. All PSU mounts available with micro adjustment.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

PSU  standard direct fixing version 138.00
PSC  cradle direct fixing version 172.00
VSU  vertical down aspect version 165.00
PPSU  portrait version 271.20
PSM  micro-adjustable version 206.80
Please specify projector make and model when ordering

Ceiling Suspension Trade Packs
‘Package priced’ kits that offer ease and convenience for any 
installation. Includes; CP1, column & universal mount.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

KPR15CB 500mm column 110.00
KPR110CB 1000mm column 130.00
KPR120CB 2000mm column 160.00
KPR130CB 3000mm column 190.00

12kg
MAX

60kg
MAX

Close up of mount

PSU

PSM

PSC
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Gyrolock - with Trilok Docking System
The Trilok system uses a standardised ‘bayonet style’  fitting to 
carry mounting plates. The docking system allows easy set 
up, removal for routine maintenance and model changes.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

GKC-GAP 75mm - dedicated - up to 20kg 135.80
GK1-GAP 230 - 300mm - dedicated - up to 20kg  149.60
GK2-GAP 230 - 700mm - dedicated - up to 20kg  167.80
GKU1 230 - 300mm - universal - up to 12kg 89.80
GKU2 230 - 700mm - universal - up to 12kg 108.10
GKU3 700 - 1200mm - universal - up to 12kg 114.90
Please specify projector make and model when ordering.

20kg
MAX GK1-GAPU GK1-GAP



WALL MOUNTS
unicol.com/products/wall-mounts

 4 Range of applications

 4 Available in Sinterflex Black as standard

 4 VertiSlide range offers secure, subtle management of 

devices by utilising a sliding equipment tray behind 

the screen.

 4 VertiSlide equipment trays are removeable and can 

be pre-populated for fast maintenance

 4 Adapta-Wall offers full-screen adjustment in all 

planes

 4 Adapta-Wall can also be used as a part of a free 

standing wall fixture with our column structure

 4 Panarm offer full range of movement which makes 

them ideal for alcoves and corners

 4 Fast delivery turnaround

CALL 01865 767676 OR
EMAIL sales@unicol.com TODAY

to order or discuss your requirements

FEATURES

A wide range of wall mounted solutions.
This selection of wall mounts offers you more than the standard universal or dedicated solutions. With 
each office offering its own unique opportunities and challenges, the below offer you the chance to 
make the space yours.

VertiSlide Serviceable Cassette Mounts
This range consists of wall fixed screen mounts with vertical 
or horizontal sliding & detachable slotted racks for mounting 
devices. Equipment is neatly locked away behind the screen.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

VTS1 vertical  -  71 - 100”  -  max 110kg 578.36
VTS2 vertical  -  40 - 70”  -  max 60kg 384.24
HTS1 horizontal  -  71 - 100”  -  max 110kg 599.30
HTS2 horizontal  -  46 - 70”  -  max 60kg 405.14

Adapta-Wall Pop-Out Wall Mount
The installer friendly pop out mount loaded with innovative 
features. Features push-to-close - push-to-open action.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

VWP0 up to 40” (VESA 100x100 to 300x200) 318.50
VWP1 33 - 70” (VESA 300x300 to 600x400) 347.80
VWP2 33 - 70” (VESA 400x600) 354.60
VWP3 33 - 70” (VESA 800x400) 362.20
VWPHD  71 - 90” (VESA 300x300 to 600x400) 565.30

110kg
MAX

45kg
MAX

Panarm Articulated Wall Arms
The Panarm range is manufactured using lasting, quality steel 
and offers user adjustable joint tensioning, full swivel and tilt 
with screen levelling.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

PLS1X1 33 - 57” Single Arm Mount with PZX1 206.80
PLS1X3 33 - 57” Single Arm Mount with PZX3 197.70
PLA1X1 33 - 57” Dual Arm Mount with PZX1 242.10
PLA1X3 33 - 57” Dual Arm Mount with PZX3 233.00
PLA2X1 33 - 70” Parallel Action Dual Arm Mount  288.10
PLA4 71 - 100” Parallel Action Dual Arm Mount  985.25

130kg
MAX

VTS2 HTS2

PLS1X3

PLA1X3

VWP1 closed

VWP1 open

PLA4
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STANDS & TROLLEYS
unicol.com/products/stands-trolleys

 4 Neat cable management

 4 4-way power socket included

 4 Suitable for many screen sizes

 4 Available in Sinterflex Black as standard

 4 Ideal for corporate environments

 4 Wide range of accessories available

 4 Single and twin screen variations

 4 Range of installation types including floor-to-wall, 

free standing, bolt down and more

 4 Compatible with the sound bar and video conference 

mounts highlighted on pages 2-3

 4 Fast delivery turnaround

CALL 01865 767676 OR
EMAIL sales@unicol.com TODAY

to order or discuss your requirements

FEATURES

Axia
Graceful and stylish design that allows this range to support 
up to 70” screens. With neat cable management and the 
ability to hold shelving and cabinets, it is the ideal solution 
for any corporate environment.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

AX12P Lo-Level Stand - 33 - 70”  515.70
AX12T Lo-Level Trolley - 33 - 70” 554.60
AX15P Hi-Level Stand - 33 - 70” 575.60
AX15T  Hi-Level Trolley - 33 - 70” 615.20
AX16P Plinth Cabinet Stand - 33 - 70” 780.10
AXC15P51 Twin Screen Stand - 33 - 57” 910.30
AXC15T51 Twin Screen Trolley - 33 - 57” 1080.50

Avecta
A flexible and adaptable stand system with excellent 
cable management. Height to centre of the screen is fully 
adjustable. Each solution comes with a PZX universal screen 
mount, 4-way power socket and all metal shelf (exc. TCAVT).

Order Code £ Ex Vat

AVLP Lo-Level Stand - 33 - 57”  525.50
AVLT Lo-Level Trolley - 33 - 57”  555.65
AVHP Hi-Level Stand - 33 - 70”  651.05
AVHT Hi-Level Trolley - 33 - 70” 691.05
AVHB Hi-Level Bolt Down Stand - 33 - 70” 615.60
TCAVT  Heavy Duty Trolley - 70 - 110” 698.20
ACHT Twin Screen Trolley - 33 - 57” 1057.30
ACHP Twin Screen Stand - 33 - 57” 1017.10

A wide range of stand and trolley solutions.
From the boardroom, to the showroom, to an event and more, our range of stands and trolleys offers 
you flexibility, adaptability and choice. Whether you’re mounting a 33” screen or a 70” screen, there’s a 
stand or trolley for you. Each solution comes with a PZX universal mount as standard.

60kg
MAX

120kg
MAX

AX12P

AVLP

AX15T

AVHT

AX16P

TCAVT
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STANDS & TROLLEYS
unicol.com/products/stands-trolleys

 4 Premium boardroom quality

 4 Discreet cable management

 4 Wide choice of screen options

 4 Wide range of mounting options

 4 Rhobus features lockable housing within the mast

 4 Rhobus are supplied with castors and static feet

 4 Rhobus is a single box solution

 4 PowaLift features well proven technology and 

quality, long life components

 4 PowaLift units can also be controlled via remote fob, 

cord switch or direct from your laptop (all supplied!)

 4 4-way power socket supplied as standard 

 4 Fast delivery turnaround

CALL 01865 767676 OR
EMAIL sales@unicol.com TODAY

to order or discuss your requirements

FEATURES

Rhobus
With its clean lines and superior finish options, the Rhobus 
range answers all the needs of the corporate user. Ample 
capacity is provided within the central mast, all accessible 
through a locking door. Built-in power socket as standard.

Order Code  £ Ex Vat

RH100 Standard - 33 - 70” 1265.20
RHBD100 Bolt Down - 33 - 70” 1096.50
RFWSH Floor-to-Wall - 33 - 70” 1083.20
RH100-HD Heavy Duty - 71 - 100” 1415.40
RFWSH-HD HD Floor-to-Wall - 71 - 100” 1157.30
RH200 Twin Screen - 33 - 70”  1562.80
RH200-HD HD Twin Screen - 71 - 100”  2156.70

A wide range of stand and trolley solutions.
From the boardroom, to the showroom, to an event and more, our range of stands and trolleys offers 
you flexibility, adaptability and choice. Whether you’re mounting a 33” screen or a 100” screen, there’s 
a stand or trolley for you. Each solution comes with a PZX universal mount as standard.

PowaLift
Electronic control & PowaLift technology combine in these 
versatile units. Operated by wireless remote or manual 
switch, screens can be commended to rise or descend 
smoothly through 700mm, stopping safely at any point.

Order Code £ Ex Vat

AVMT71 Trolley - 33 - 70” 1350.30
AVMW71 Floor-to-Wall - 33 - 70”  1060.50
AVMW91 HD Floor-to-Wall - 71 - 98”  1195.80
RHPL100HD Rhobus Trolley - 71 - 100”  2170.80
AXL15T2J Axia Trolley  - 71 - 100”  2080.40

200kg
MAX

150kg
MAX

RH100 RFWSH RH200-HD

AVMW71 AVMT71 RHPL100HD
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